Week Theme: Pirates

Please also continue to complete the bingo sheet and use the online links and resources provided in your school closures pack.

Literacy and/or topic lessons
1.
Introduce this week’s topic-Pirates!
Create a brainstorm of everything we know about Pirates. What do they wear? Where do they live?
Look at the slide show in the pirate pin (top right hand corner as you enter the classroom) in Mini Mash for
some pirate pictures.

Maths Lessons

Interactive resources

1.
Practice counting pirate treasure (coins) in twos,
fives and tens.

Peace Out-Treasure Box

https://safeYouTube.net/
w/zK8L
Cosmic Yoga Popcorn and the
Pirates–
https://safeYouTube.net/w/66tM

Reading The Night Pirates
https://safeYouTube.net/w/GG8L

Get squiggling-pirate
https://safeYouTube.net/w/U6tM
2.
Practice your doubles by completing the pirate
treasure chests and drawing in the coins.

2.
Reading Pirates Love Underpants for enjoyment.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/5n7q
3.
Remind children of our new topic of Pirates. Reading Troll for enjoyment.
https://safeYouTube.net/w/w9tM
Think of a sentence about a pirate and take turns to keep adding to it, for example:
My pirate is called Black Beard.
My pirate is called Black Beard and he is big and strong.
My pirate is called Black Beard and he is big and strong and has a hook for a hand.
My pirate is called Black Beard and he is big and strong and has a hook for a hand and a patch on one eye.

3.
Pretend you have found some pirate treasure and
practice sharing it between two people. How can we
tell if it is fair?
Show them how to share for example, one for me,
one for you….

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/epis
ode/b0528c5c/lets-play-series-217-pirate
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/epis
ode/m0001vyh/cbeebies-bedtimestories-679-orlando-bloom-littlestdreamer-a-bedtime-adventure

Can the children remember the whole sentence?
4.
Talk to the children about things that pirates have? Can we think of 10 things?
What do they use to find treasure? Why do people make treasure maps?
Looking at a treasure map and discussing the features.
Challenging the children to draw their own treasure maps today.

Check out the Pirate Pin In Mini
Mash (top right hand corner as you
enter the classroom).
There are lots of activities for
example; making maps, filling a
chest with treasure, dressing a
pirate, colouring a pirate and more.

4.
Explain how we can collect information about things
and a way to store it can be a bar graph. Show an
example of a bar graph. We could find out
everyone’s favourite colour in the family, or
everybody’s favourite weather etc.

Design your own pirate flag.
Pirate role-play
Reading different pirate stories.
Playing with pirate ships/
characters small world
Counting and recognising coins.
Playing with boats in a water tray
or the bath
Practising letter and number
formation.
Build a treasure island from junk
or in a sand pit
Build your own pirate ship out of
junk or construction
Build a pirate ship / den
Write your own instructions to
find treasure
Create your own treasure hunt at
home

Watch
-Peter Pan
-Jake and the Neverland Pirates
-Swashbucklu

Using dominoes– can they
make their own addition and
subtraction sums based on
the numbers on a domino?

Big Write Challenge: Please remember children must complete this task independently - please only help them to remember the sentence. We would like them to sound
out the words themselves and use their phonic knowledge rather than write the sounds correctly that the adult has spelt out for them.
Miss Morley’s Phonics Group
A pirate can have a big ship and a treasure map.

Make a pirate telescope.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/epis
ode/b09x4mg4/bitz-bob-series-1-6x-marks-the-spot

Make a bar graph. This could be your own one or
you could use the pirate bar graph attached.

Mrs Fullerton’s Phonics Group
A pirate can have a big ship.

Other linked Activities

Mrs Baillie’s/ Mrs Mistry’s Phonics Group
A pirate can have a green parrot and a cutlass. They
can make people walk the plank.

Draw your own pirate scene
Remember if you would like to –
Pirate Dress Up Day on the
Friday. Sahre your photos with
uour friends throughout the
day.

